Perry Scaffold Checklist

Perry Scaffold Checklist (up to 12 foot platform height):

Setting up the scaffold:

☐ Mount wheels or base plates on to end ladders.
☐ Mount the two platform trusses at platform level, 4 pins locked in place.

For platform height more than 6’:

☐ Mount 2 side and 2 end 4”x1/2” wood toeboards using toeboard brackets.
☐ Mount right and left wheel or plate extensions, all pins locked in place.
☐ Mount Guard Rail to ladder, locked in place, all four pins locked.
☐ Secure end chains at top and mid positions, at both ends of scaffold.

Before anyone goes aloft:

☐ All Wheels are locked.
☐ Needed PPE, tools and lanyards assembled?
☐ If a separate ladder is used, secure the ladder to the platform.

Person signing below verifies above conditions are met before going aloft:
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